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About AMOSCA
AMOSCA are a UK-based Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) and Business Intelligence (BI) consultancy, providing
business, financial and technology solutions to corporations worldwide.
Specialising in the design, development, implementation and support of Oracle EPM & BI solutions, AMOSCA are committed to
delivering highly functional, efficient and manageable solutions that are future proof and deliver both a time and cost saving.
AMOSCA have established an impressive reputation for service excellence and outstanding results, working in close partnership with
our customers and the Oracle community.

What can we do for you?
AMOSCA Services provides experienced, dynamic and cost effective services across the full Oracle EPM & BI
tool set. We handle the full project lifecycle, including detailed requirements gathering, design, build,
implementation and training, as well as application and infrastructure upgrade and review.
AMOSCA Solutions offers tailored solutions to meet specific business function requirements through a
combination of software and consultancy services. Our solutions address key business reporting and
compliance challenges such as integrated and sustainability reporting, XBRL and Tax Accounting.
Services

AMOSCA Software enhances client investment in Oracle EPM & BI by advising on the optimal

combination of software products. AMOSCA also distribute a portfolio of value added software
solutions, which Oracle EPM & BI clients worldwide trust and rely on to operate and maintain their
EPM & BI environments more efficiently.

AMOSCA Support offers a dedicated Managed Application team via the AMOSCA
Support Centre (ASC). Combined Oracle EPM & BI knowledge extends client support and
maintenance capabilities to ensure improved product knowledge, best practice and
application functionality are achieved.

Support
Software

Solutions

Why choose AMOSCA?
●

Respected industry experts: Oracle Specialised Partner.
Invited member of Oracle’s EPM Advisory Boards and elite
Subject Matter Expert team.

●

Highly skilled in-house team: A unique skillset of full time
employees, comprising of financial, technical, project and
business expertise combined with actual business user
experience.

●

Outstanding reputation: 100% reference ability, including
clients such as Barclays, Virgin Management, John Lewis
Partnership, Pearson Group, Mondi, Compass Group, Willis,
Tullet Prebon and Yodel.

●

Proven track record: Delivering projects on time and to
budget, achieving ROI in the shortest possible timescales.

●

Customer relationships: At AMOSCA we believe that
strategic project collaboration between AMOSCA and the
client is the key to our project success. This is why we are
committed to exceeding expectations in everything we do.

contactus@amosca.co.uk

●

Diverse vertical market experience: Established client base
across a wide range of business sectors, including publishing,
media, engineering, finance and banking, insurance, catering,
manufacturing, retail and travel, paper and packaging,
aerospace, hotels and leisure, mining, food and drinks
manufacture, technology, property, transport and
telecommunication.

●

Multiple category winner of UK Oracle User Group Partner
of the Year awards, including Hyperion Partner of the Year,
Cost Efficient Partner of the Year and Financial Services
Partner of the Year.

●

Full Oracle EPM education programme offered by AMOSCA.

Contact Us
For more information or to find out how AMOSCA can support
your business, call AMOSCA on +44 20 8659 5777
or email us at contactus@amosca.co.uk

www.amosca.co.uk
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AMOSCA in Detail
Services
AMOSCA Services are comprised of three core areas, supported by a dedicated Project Management Office team:

Consolidation

Analytics

consolidation and reporting
Efficient
applications

planning, budgeting and
Tailored
forecasting solution development

practice in application design to
Best
reduce system calculation times and

life cycle project approach for
Unique
cost effective design and

on-going application maintenance

implementation

Technical

Full hardware and software design
implementation over
Experienced
multiple tiers
Training and support, to provide

technical and strategic architecture

Project Management Office

 PRINCE2 qualified, utilising best practice methodologies and project control, blended with clients’ individual needs and preferences.
 Identification and mitigation of risk factors
Actual EPM development experience combined with Project Management expertise
Requirements
Analysis

Application
Design & Build

Testing &
Delivery

Project
Implementation

Go-live Support
& Maintenance

Future-proof
Sustainability

Support
AMOSCA specialise in providing a tailored support solution package for clients’ individual EPM environments to suit specific requirements:

ASC support
levels

GOLD
Full application
management

SILVER
2nd and 3rd
tier support

BRONZE
Adhoc support

Headquartered in London, AMOSCA’s Support Centre (ASC) has an in-house team of highly skilled technical and financial experts. The ASC is
committed to prioritising timely, accurate responses to fit with clients’ reporting timetables, ensuring that their business critical applications
remain fully operational.

Software
As part of project development, AMOSCA utilises best practice value added tools across the Oracle EPM suite, including the add-on
productivity and performance monitoring tools. These tools are used to enhance the project delivery and administration in many areas,
including:
● Shortening the project life cycle
● Preventing errors

● Maximum optimisation of resources
● Efficiency and cost saving

Solutions
The AMOSCA Solutions team comprises of subject matter experts providing consultancy services and software in the following areas, such as:
● XBRL Conversion Service
● Implementation of integrated XBRL Report Authoring
software

contactus@amosca.co.uk

● Integrated & sustainability reporting solutions
● Current & deferred tax provision solutions

www.amosca.co.uk

